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The Staff Association Buildings - Table of Contents
The Staff Association has, as property, several locations and buildings, namely:




Location Vliegende Vaart:
o Staff association building "de Vliegende Vaart"
o The "Oval Ball "
Location Rooseveltlaan aan de Kreek in Terneuzen:
o Rowing and Sailing association buildings (storage, etc.).

The buildings at the Flying Vaart location are operated by a new foundation, namely: Stichting PV-CO.
The PVO building houses a number of facilities that can be used for various purposes.
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The PVO Building and The Entrance
Location Vliegende Vaart
In the location Vliegende Vaart there are two buildings, the original Personnel Association Building,
called Personnel Association Meeting Center ("PVO") and the "Oval Ball".

An overview of the terrain can be seen below.

The site is surrounded by fencing for the security of the
buildings and other facilities on site.

The welcome to the PVO buildings at Flying Canal 10 is via
the main entrance, the fencing next to the Tennis
Association. After passing the entrance there is a small
roundabout with a disabled parking facility for four to six
cars.
There is a bicycle shed with a security camera for the
protection of the bikes.

The entrance
After entering through the sliding doors you enter the entrance / reception hall with cloakroom.

You can then report to the desk for your event.
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The Auditorium/Hall 1

Capacity:



pre-, and post-Corona 300 people,
During Corona: 100 people max, depending on government COVID regulations.

A large room with a large stage, a professional sound system, and a very large overhead
screen.
In this room larger meetings are held for the Personnel Association, the Sub divisions
(OnderAfdelingen), and rented to our sponsors (Dow and Trinseo).
Gatherings are large meetings, parties, dance performances, lectures etc.
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The Bremer

Capacity:



Pre-, and post-Corona: 200 people
During Corona: 50 people max

The Bremer is our Grand Cafe location. In the Bremer there is a state-of-the-art bar, a
professional sound system with presentation capabilities on an 82 inch TV screen (wirelessly
connected to a laptop or mobile device), and a presentation area.
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Smaller Rooms
Room 2/3:

Capacity:



pre-, and post-Corona 30 people,
During Corona: 12 people max, depending on government measures

A fully renovated (2020) meeting room with an 82 inch TV screen (wireless to connect to a laptop or
mobile device), and tele conference options.

Room 5:

Capacity:



pre-, and post-Corona 20 people,
During Corona: 12 people max, depending on government measures

A meeting-room, with presentation and teleconference possibilities.
In 2021, renovation will take place and room 5 will be converted into a multifunctional room which
can also be used as a workshop space in addition to meeting room.

Room 4:

Capacity:



pre-, and post-Corona 10 people,
During Corona: 6 people max, depending on government measures

This is a break-out space for a small group, which will also be renovated in 2021.
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Kitchen

A professional kitchen, renovated in 2020, especially for our culinary subsection.

Terrace:
Next to the Bremer is a 200 m2
terrace. Outdoor activities such
as barbecues and outdoor parties
can be held here.
In 2021, a sliding door will be
made in the Bremer to make the
terrace even more accessible and
enjoyable.

The Oval Ball:
The Oval Ball is a converted farmhouse house, which originally housed our rugby subsection.
Nowadays this is the home of our
Petanque club and the Dow Underwater
Sports Association (DOV).
However, the building also houses a
meeting room for about 30-35 people
(pre- and post-Corona, during Corona
15people),and a small kitchenand bar.

Here are also presentation and tele-conference possibilities, and drinks can be organized here.
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Reservations
The buildings in the Vliegende Vaart location are booked through a reservation system by the
Subsections, the Events Committee, and by our sponsors (Dow and Trinseo).
The prices for the rent and operating costs (bar bill, catering costs, etc.) are very competitive with
other commercial locations in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. All reservations will be invoiced by the new PVCO Foundation, as soon as all costs have been processed with the Foundation.
Reservations are processed automatically when one has access to the system.
The reservation system can be found on our web page:
Welcome to the Reservations page of the Staff Association! - PV Dow - Staff Association Dow
Terneuzen
Our building managers, volunteers who do a great job of arranging everything to perfection for our
visitors, help make every reservation an enjoyable and beautiful moment.
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